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Fifteen thousand Ten Thousand Dragons Palace elites became prisoners in an instant.

In order to keep them under control, the government forces bundled them in batches, and the
bundled batches were sent directly to trucks, and they were hauled to the capital by trucks.

Long before the army came to support, the high-level government forces had already determined how
to place 15,000 prisoners.

They were transported by trucks to multiple military prisons, military camps and municipal prisons in
multiple cities for split control.

In this way, it is possible to avoid the joint resistance or escape of these 5,000 Ten Thousand Dragons
Temple soldiers.

Just when the soldiers of the Wanlong Palace were pulled away in batches by trucks, the government
commander Said found Charlie and asked respectfully: “Master Wade, now we have captured these
15,000 Wanlong Palace soldiers. We For a while, I don’t know how to deal with so many prisoners of
war. Do you have any good suggestions for our next direction?”

Charlie said casually: “The first thing you do now is to pull all the officers out for an unannounced
trial.

They must confess Wanlongdian’s unruly attempts to your country. All confessions must form a
complete chain of evidence. , Including but not limited to the written confession signed and drawn by
hand, and the video recording and recording of the whole process.”

After a pause, Charlie said again: “After you get the evidence, you will immediately make it public and
tell the world that you have sufficient legal support to capture the soldiers of the Wanlong Temple,
and that it is reasonable, reasonable and legal.

This way , The Wanlong Temple will be charged with threats to the national security of other
countries.”

“In this way, you can have absolute legal correctness and win the support of international public
opinion; secondly, it can also make Wanlongdian a target for everyone, so that Wanlongdian will
absolutely not dare to do anything against you. A form of revenge!”

“Understand!” Said nodded repeatedly and said, “Then what should we do with these people?”

Charlie said seriously: “Since they have violated your homeland security, naturally you must use your
country’s laws to give them an open and fair trial.”

Said embarrassedly said: “If according to our law, these five thousand people will be sentenced to life
imprisonment even if they are not sentenced to death.

But with our financial and social resources, how can we support so many prisoners……”



Charlie smiled and said: “It’s simple. You should hurry up to fix the evidence, hurry up and open the
trial, and then negotiate with Wanlongdian, asking Wanlongdian to pay enough bail and release these
5,000 people on bail.

When the bail is in place, you will immediately expel everyone from the country.”

“Bail money…” Said blinked before his eyes, and blurted out: “Then, what do you think is the
appropriate amount?”

Charlie looked at him and said with a smile: “I suggest that you first figure out the economic scale of
the Wanlong Temple, then get their scalp and set the highest price they can afford, so that the money
you get can be used for compensation. Do some infrastructure construction.”

Having said that, Charlie thought about it for himself, and said: “I think it should be no problem for
one billion dollars or less.”

“Good!” Said said excitedly: “Then I will report to my superiors!”

Charlie nodded, looked at the time, and said lightly: “Okay, I still have a lot of things to do.

Here you can handle it yourself, but you must remember what you promised me, and a permanent
truce with Hunter (Hamid). Give Hunter (Hamid) enough freedom to develop on his own without
infringing upon each other.”
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